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1. Introduction 

 In the practical applications, block-sparse signals usually arise 

in multi-band signals, or gene expression level measurements. 

The nonzero entries of block-sparse signals always exist in 

clusters form, ranther than totally independent existence [1], as 

shown at the centre of Fig. 1. Original block-sparse signal can 

be expressed as below, 
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where 𝑁 = 𝐼 ∙ 𝑑 , 𝑑  denotes the grouping distance, and 𝐼 

denotes the number of grouping. Especially, when 𝑑 = 1 , 

block-sparse signals convert to conventional vector sparse 

signals whose positions of nonzero entries are independent. In 

contrast to the vector sparsity, the mentioned block structure is 

viewed when 𝑑 > 1 in the remainder of this paper. In recent 

years, many studies have proved that the block-sparse signals 

can be more effectively recovered by extended block version of 

sparse signal reconstruction (SSR) algorithms. However, the 

modeling errors of block-sparse may happen sometimes, when 

the nonzero entries in original signals do not occur exactly in 

clusters. In this paper, we study the recovery problem aim to a 

kind of special block-sparse signal mixed with vector sparse 

signal, as shown at the bottom of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. Mixed sparse signal 

2. Review of Block-sparse Adaptive Filtering Algorithms 

To the problem of exact block-sparse signals recovery, block 

version of adaptive filtering algorithms, i.e. Block-ZA-LMS 

and Block-ℓ0-LMS [2], exhibit superior recovery performance 

utilizing moderate computation, meanwhile they are robust 

against ambient noises. The cost function of Block-ZA-LMS 

algorithm is defined as 
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where 𝑖 ∈ {1,2, … , 𝐼}. In Eq. (2), each adaptive regularization 

parameter (AREPA) is responsible for adaptively regularizing 

sparse penalty strength to each group of recovery signal, where 

the formula of AREPA series is defined as 
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The Block-ℓ0 -LMS algorithm is similar to Block-ZA-LMS 

algorithm, which involves optimal ℓ0-norm sparse constraint. 

3. Problem of Inexact Block-Sparse Signal Recovery 

In this section, we will demonstrate that block-sparse adaptive 

filtering algorithms can robustly reovery the kind of inexact 

block-spase signals, based on simulation experiments. A typical 

block version of greedy pursuit algorithms, i.e. Block-StOMP 

algorithm, exhibit provable performace improvement for exact 

block-sparse signal recovery by imposing a concatenation of 

column-blocks dictionary matrix 𝑨[𝑖] . However, the 

performance deterioration of Block-StOMP algorithm is serious 

when to recovey mixed sparse signal shown as the right partion 

of Fig. 2, even worse than standard StOMP algorithm. 

Contrarily, block-sparse adaptive algorithms obtain reliable 

recovery effects by adaptively sense sparsity information in 

groups, one can easily find that Block-ZA-LMS algorithm still 

can gain evident performance improvement, and comparable 

effects for Block-ℓ0-LMS algorithm. 

Fig. 2. MSD comparisons vs. Exact and Inexact block-sparse signal 

4. Conclusion 

In this study, block-sparse adaptive filtering algorithms are 

verified to robustly recover inexact block-sparse signals. 
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